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Hi!
 
Thanks for taking an interest in working together - super exciting! 

So you can make an informed decision about pursuing a project together, this 
information pack covers who I am, what I do, my process, price list and examples of 
previous work. Like speed dating, but better!

If you have any further questions or comments, feel free to drop me a message. I 
look forward to potentially working with you. 

Best wishes, 

Laura
NIFTY FOX CREATIVE



think visually to think differently
visual storytelling to engage audiences, inspire action & drive change



Nice to meet you!
Hi, I’m Laura & I’m a visual storyteller.

I help organisations use the power of pictures to 
tell stories, captivate audiences and get things 
done.

With a decade’s social research experience, I’m an 
expert ‘people understander’; I’ll work with you to 
understand your business and your clients, to tell 
your story so audiences will listen.



What I do

VISUAL STORYTELLING

Engage audiences & 
communicate the complex 

clearly through infographics, 
sketchnotes & meaningful 

pictures.

BRANDING & GRAPHIC 
DESIGN

Attract your ideal clients and 
grow your business by telling 
your business story visually.

LIVE SCRIBING

Record great ideas & make 
new connections to solve 

problems by capturing events 
through pictures.

MURALS

Communicate strategy & 
captivate teams & customers 
through office murals & chalk 

boards.



Process

01. FIND 02. CRAFT 03. TELL 04. TRACK

Interactive discovery sessions 
where we'll define your unique 

business story, understand 
target customers and goals to 
ensure your visuals resonate 

with the right people.

We’ll devise a visual strategy 
to make sure we’re going in 
the right direction before we 

even start designing for 
keeps.

The juicy bit - I’ll design your 
visuals to tell your story & 

inspire audiences to action. I 
stay in touch with you 

throughout the whole process, 
& welcome regular feedback.

I'll help you to strategically 
disseminate your visuals, 

whether that be supporting 
with print and distribution or 

social media. I’ll work with you 
to track impact so we can 

evidence that we’ve achieved 
your goals.



Happy clients



costs & timeline



Price Guide
1.0 LIVE SCRIBING

Live illustrations at meetings, conferences or strategy sessions to capture key themes for greater clarity. Can be captured digitally via iPad or analog on a white 
board/foam board/paper. Clients keep final result, and  can opt for it to be digitised to share on social media or include in marketing materials
Half day scribing session with no follow up image editing / with follow up image editing to share digitally
Full day scribing session with no follow up image editing / with follow up image editing to share digitally

FROM £500 / £750
FROM £750 / £1000

2.0 VISUAL STORYTELLING
Visual storyboards of bespoke hand lettering and illustration to demonstrate research impact. Totals here are a guide - prices are dependent on number of 
stakeholders involved, support needed with story construction and copywriting, and number of iterations required. Clients receive AI, EPS, PDF, JPEG & 
PNG files, plus vector files of bespoke illustrations if required.
Simple visual story for social media with 1 round of revision 
1 x A4 visual story with 2 rounds of revision, and up to 2 hour discovery session to define purpose, audience and core messaging of story
1 x A3 visual story poster with 2 rounds of revision, and up to 2 hour discovery session to define purpose, audience and core messaging of story
1 x A2 visual story poster with 2 rounds of revision, and up to 2 hour discovery session to define purpose, audience and core messaging of story
1 x A1 (and sizes above) visual story poster with 2 rounds of revision, and up to 2 hour discovery session to define purpose, audience and core messaging of story
Visual storytelling booklet including up to 5 x A4 pages of bespoke illustrations and document holder design, and up to 2 x 2 hour discovery sessions to define 
purpose, audience and core messaging of story.

£350

FROM £500
FROM £1000

FROM £2000
FROM £3000

FROM £3000

3.0 ANIMATION
Whiteboard style animations that present your visual story illustrations in a digestible and social media friendly format
Up to 2 minute animation including voiceover, music and original illustrations; plus 2 hour storyboard session, script writing, up to 3 revisions and MP4 files and 
embed codes for websites

FROM £2000



Sample timeline for visual story

MONTH 1 MONTH 2 MONTH 3

DISCOVERY
Discovery meetings 

scheduled for end of July & initial sketches 
started

FIRST PAYMENT  50%

DEVELOPMENT Development of visual storyboards  
Consulation with stakeholders

DELIVERY
Revisions completed

Project completed & disseminated
FINAL PAYMENT ON DELIVERY 50%

Follow up call in late October to evaluate impact



previous work



Work Examples
LEFT

One page visual 
infographic 
demonstrating impact of 
Huddersfield Mission 
Project for vulnerable 
adults. Part of 
successful funding bid to 
extend the project.

RIGHT

One page visual 
infographic for ESCR & 
White Rose Business 
Boost Partnership 
documenting a year’s 
worth of work on 
Government’s Industrial 
Change Strategy.



Work Examples

Data Processing Map for 
Security Team within 
Digital Department at 
HM Prison & Probation 
Service to break down 
silos between 
departments 



Work Example

Visual storytelling poster 
for University of York, 
ESRC and Doncaster 
Council explaining 
research partnerships for 
Professor Chris Whitty 
visit



Work Example
Visual storytelling poster 
for University of York to 
inform public about self 
funding later life care.



Work Example Visual storytelling and animation to disseminate Cochrane CMD Group research for World Mental 
Health Day, Increased engagement and visits to Cochrane webpage by 60%.



Work Example
Visual storytelling booklet 
for University of Sheffield 
Collaborative Research 
Conference, to 
demonstrate theoretical 
evidence for intervention 
success to policy makers



Work ExampleTIMEBUILDERS
EVALUATION WHY?

To understand the bigger impact of TimeBuilders 
on participants' lives

Have a theoretical understanding of why it works 
to...

...successfully implement similar programmes in other 
areas

Understanding bigger impact How TimeBuilders works Implementing TimeBuilders in 
other contexts 

Group discussions with 
TimeBuilder's workers

Co-designed interviews 
to collect stories of 
partcipants' journeys

In different 
places

With different 
people

Use with people in 
a specific activity, 
to reflect on what 

happens, what 
works, and what 
needs to change'

Use with people to 
enable choice, 

reflect on journeys 
and consider 
'what next?'

Use at set points 
with groups and 

individuals to capture 
outcomes

We DEVELOPED  a...

Summarising 
TimeBuilders' theory

and evidence OF 
EFFECTIVENESS

COM-B opportunity journey 
assessment tool and 

methods for evaluation 
of valued outcomes

Partnerships/
support in adapting 

the approach to 
different contexts

See how the COM-B tool explains how 
TimeBuilders works through our real life stories...

In different 
circumstances

We 
developed

propositional 
statements to explain 

relationships between...

BECOMING
CAPABLE

reactions AND
MOTIVATIONS

oFFERING
OPPORTUNITIES

I’m more
confident

TimeBuilders offers people 
opportunities to participate 

and EARN TIMECREDITS 

Support keeps people 
motivated to take on more 

challenging tasks

People begin to feel more 
capable of doing things 

together, developing and  
sharing skills

WE CAN
DO THIS

TOGETHER!
I COULD TALK IN FRONT OF OTHERS!

Visual storytelling booklet 
for University of Sheffield 
Collaborative Research 
Conference to, 
demonstrate theoretical 
evidence for intervention 
success to policy makers

View full booklet here:
https://
www.flipsnack.com/
niftyfoxcreative/
timebuilders-final.html



Let’s tell your story so audiences will listen.
Please contact laura@niftyfoxcreative.com if you have any further comments

mailto:laura@niftyfoxcreative.com

